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RESIDENTIAL CORRECTIONS PROGRAMS IN MINNESOTA: 

.NCJRS 
AN EVALUATION REPORT 

JUl 231979 
A. INTRODUCTION 

ACQUISITiONS 
Under the direction of the Governor l s Cormn:i.ssion on Crime Prevention and 

Control, the Evaluation Unit is charged with prOViding the Commission "lith the 

kinds of evaluation information which may be used to make policy decisions 

about the dispersement of LEAA funds. The major policy at issue was whether 

the Commission should conti.nue to provide funds for the development and imple

i mentation of new halfway houses for parolees. Given this policy orientation 

for evaluation research, the decision was made to analyze halfway house.s as a 

group and focus on their common goals, instead of developing individual evalu--

t ' r. • d' 'd 1 . 2 a ~ons Lor Ln LVL ua proJects. 

i It should be emphasized that this evaluation was directed by the policies 
of the Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control relevant to the al
location of LEAA funds for corrections programs in Minnesota. In addition to 
the policy on funding halfway house programs--for which effectiveness and recid
ivism results are most important--policy recommendations "Tere based on the need 
for new programs (using occupancy data), on the costs of programs (using cost/ 
client/day data), and on the Commission's policy that LEAA monies should be used 
in Minnesota to develop and test innovative criminal justice programs. Finally, 
it must be noted that such policy decisions are political decisions for which 
evaluation results are only one type of information available to the decision
makers. 

2The Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control has a firm poli
cy of funding individual programs for a maximum of thirty-six months. Given 
the amount of time required to collect and analyze data on the effectiveness of 
individual programs, th.z three-year time constraint also mades evaluations of 
individual programs impractical from the standpoint of funding decisions on in
dividual grants. However, this does not mean that individual programs are ig
nored. The Evaluation Unit normally provides short reports on projects being 
considered for continuation funding. The report on the first year of opera
tions is generally a descriptive report which c.overs such topics as program 
structure, staff organization, staff background and training, ~tartup problems, 
and descriptions of the clients. Second-year reports are presented in the form 
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For purposes of this evaluation, the term "halfway house" refers to a 

"residential facility designed to facilitate the transition of paroled, adult 

ex-offenders "rho are returning to society from institutional confinement." 

The limitation to adults serves to distinguish halfway houses from juvenile 

residences which serve juveniles. The identification of paroled ex-offenders 

as the target population of halfway houses distinguishes the primary interven

tion stage of these projects from that of P.O.R.T. pro-jects i in which the pri-

mary intervention stage is probation. 

B. HALFWAX HOUSES 

Halfway houses are funded to achieve specific goals by imp18~enting treat-

ment programs for their clients. A review of the goals and objectives of these 

programs helps to present an overview of the halfway houses included in this 

1 . 2 eva uat~on. There are two purposes for discussing the goals and objectives or 

halfway houses. First, statements of goals and objectives provide a basis for 

describing what the projects are attempting to accomplish. Second, goals and 

objectives are the standards by which projects are held accountable. The LE~~ 
~-~.--.--.-------------------
of-data summaries, including descriptions of clients, effectiveness of residence., 
and recidivism. Both reports are used to inform Commission members about the 
project and to describe the progress which has been made. After three years of 
LEAA funding, continuation funding must be obtained from state and local 
sources. The Evaluation Unit has frequently prepared and presented reports on 
individual projects seeking continuation funding from other ~gencies. 

1op.O.R.T." stands for ''Probationed Offenders Rehabilitation and Training." 
Whereas halfway houses normally accept residents following incarceration, 
P .O.R.T. proj ects normally accept residents as an alternative to incarcel:ation. 
Kay Knapp reports on P.O.R.T. projects in Minnesota in "P.O.R.T. Projects: Al
ternatives to Incarceration?tI at this conference. 

? 
-One r)f the advantages of policy-oriented evaluation research is that one 

can concentrate on a number of different programs which share the same goals. 
This allows one to incre3se the data base for measures of effectiveness. HO~l
ever, there are corresponding disadvantages to this approach. For example, 
some programs may have unique goals which are not shared by other programs. 
These may not receive the attention they deserve in policy~oriented evalua
tions. 
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program is based on a management-by-objective approach. This approach requires 

grantees to focus on and to articulate what they plan to accomplish, rather 

than simply stating what they plan to do. Thus, the accbuntability of recipi-

ents of LEAA funds is based, in part, upon their achievement of stated goals. 

As operational1zed by the Governor t s Commission on Crime Prevention and 

Control) the term IIgoal ll refers to a statement of the impact, or effect, the 

project should have if it is successful. Although there are a number of dif-

ferences among halfway houses} the eight programs included in this evaluation 

1 share the following goals: 

(A) To reduce the recidivism rate of the client population relative 
to the rate of a comparable group of parolees who do not partici
pate in. halfway house programs. 

(B) To increase (i) employment, (ii) educationa.l level, and/or 
(iii) vocational skills of their clients. 

(C) To rehabilitate ex~offenders placed in the projects • 

(D) To demonstrate that ex-offenders can.be effective staff members 
of halfway h011se5. 

The in®ediate focus of halfway house programs is to resolve economic, psy-

chological, and social problems of their clients. Project planners believe 

criminal behavior is a result of or response to problems of these types. The 

objectives of halfway houses encompass a number of basic approaches developed 

to resolve these problems and to achieve program goals. First, most halfway 

houses begin providing counseling to clients prior to their release from 

1 The eight programs arc: Alpha House, a program for male, adult parolees, 
which has recently developed a program for sex offe'1ders; Anishinabe Longhouse, 
a program for Indian men; Anishinabe 1vaki ... igan, a program for Indian men re
leased from the Hinneapolis Workhouse (:l:laki-igan closed 511 January, 1975); 
Free-dom House, a program for fIi,aleand female adults, particularly offenders 
with chemical abuse problems; Pi House, a progr:am for female parolees which 
closed in January, 1976; Reshape, a program fo~' chemically dependent ·parolees 
from the Reformatory for Nen; Retreat House, a program for male pa:r:olees; and 
180 Degrees, a program for male and female parolees. 
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II correctional institutions. Pre-release counseling concentrates on helping in

mates develop realistic parole plans which will be implemented 'l-lhen the client 

I begi.ns residence in the community project. Second, halfway houses provide either 

I 
services and counseling for all types of problems their clients have, or arrange-

ments fur needed services via referrals to appropriate agencies. Third, many 

II halfway houses employ ex-offenders, particularly in counseling positions. Proj

ect planners believe the effectiveness of halfway houses depends on the develop

II ment of trust between the client and his counselor. Project planners also 

I 
I 
I 

believe that this trust is more easily and effectively developed ,·,hen the coun-

selor is an ex-offender who has had to face the same types of problffius and ob~ 

stac1es the client faces. Fourth, most halfway houses encourage clients who 

have completed residence to return to the projects for counseling and support. 

Finally, halfway houses hope to become comrnunity projects which are effective 

in helping ex~offenders avoid returning to criminal behavior. Both individual 

1 
and g'roup counseling techniques are used throughout halfway house programs. 

The ultimate goal of half,vay house programs is to reduce the recidivism 

I rate of the client population, i. e., achievement of Goal (A). The "phi1oso~ 

I 
I 

I 
. 1 
I. 

phy" underlying these programs is that through the achievement of Goals (B) 

and (C), achievement of Goal (A) will follow. Consequently, these programs 

concentrate on solving the problems of indi.vidual clients and increasing the 

client's education and/or employment prospects. The combination of individual 

and group counseling within the project and the use of existing community agen~ 

cies outside the project is thought to be the most realistic approach toward 

1A complete description of half,vay house programs is presented in ~
~enti~~ ~?ity CorrectioE~ Program~: A ~1i~inary ~valua~, Governor's 
Conun;i.ssion on Crime Prevention and Control ~ (April, 1975), Chapter 4, pp. 69-
129 • 
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achieving Goals (B) and (C). 

There. is no single theory of crim:tnal behavior and rehabilitation on which 

residential corrections prograiLls are based. From the goals and objectives of 

these programs a number of possible causes of criminal behavior can be inferred: 

lack of education, lack of employable skills, poor employment histories, drug 

or alcohol abuse, immaturitY$ family problems, and so on, The programs of 

halfway houses are designed to help clients resolve these problems. Conse

quently, the residential programs are hybrids of theories of criminal behavior 

and rehabilitation. None of these programs is specifically designed to test 

those theories. 

C. EVALUATION OF EFFORTS 

Two types of evaluation measures were used to analyze the results for half

wa.y houses! measures of ~.ffor~ and measures of ~t~.SE.' Two aspects of the 

efforts projects expend serving clients are presented. First, the flow of cli

ents through projects and the occupancy rates of projects are discussed in or

der to provide a rough measure of the efficiency with which projects are used 

by the criminal justice system. Second, the costs which projects expend in 

se.rving clients are considered. 

The average length of residence in halfway houses varied, by project, from 

two months to six-and-a-half months. In each project, eli,cnts who completed 

the residential program tended to remain in residence longer tLan clients ter

minated pl:ior to completing their residential programs. The average length of 

residence for those who completed 'residence exceeded nine months at one program, 

bot ~vas less than six months at the osher halfway houses. Thus, halfway 
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houses have relatively short periods of residence for their clients. 

Occupancy rates measured from the time these projects began accepting resi-

dents varied from 40.0% to 84.4%. However, during 1975, the occupancy rates of 

halfway houses increased substantially and varied from 60.0% to 94. 0'7'~, with an 

average rate of 74.6% per project. Although occupancy rates of halfv;ay houses 

increased in 1975, these results do not suggest a need for p~w residential proj-

ects. Few halfway houses have consistently operated at or near capacity. More-

over, at least part of the increase in the occupancy rat.es of halfway houses is 

due to increased admissions of probationers in 1975. Thus, these results indi-

cate that there are sufficient residential programs for parolees. 

A cost/client/day measure ,was based on the expenditures of the project and 

the average number of clients/day. During 1975, the costs of halfway houses 

serving males varied from $13.59 to $38.37/client/day. As a comparison, the 

costs/inmate/day were $26.99 at the State Prison and $31.03 at the Reformatory 

for 11en. Three of the halfvlaY houses serving males had costs/client/day lower 

than those of both the Prison and the Refo~~atory, whereas only two halfway 

houses had costs/client/day appreciably greater than that of the Reformatory. 

Halfway houses serving females had costs which varied from $14.57 to $31. 41/ 

client/day. These costs were less than that of the Oorrectional Institution 

for Womens which had a cost/inmate/day of $65.02. Consequently, halfway houses 

do operate at costs comparable to or less than those of corresponding state 

correctional institutions.
1 

-----------------_.------
1Tb ;::; conclusion depe~ds on whether these costs are comparable. Because 

halfway houses usually accept clients paroled from state institutions, actual 
treabnent costs include costs of incarceration and of halfway house placement. 
If residents are paroled to halfway houses in lieu of further incarceration, 
these data indicate that halfway hous03s do not increase and may even decrease 
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D. EFFECTS OF RESIDENCE 
.. -----.. _----

Evaluation of the effects of these projects et-nployed t"ro types of mea-

sures. First, measures ~~ere taken to ccmpare socioeconomic status at intake 

and at termination from residence to determine whether halfway houses ",ere af-

fecting the problems with which their clients entered the programs. Second, 

measures of the recidivism of clients during and after residence were made. 

The first measure of the effectiveness of halfway house programs is the 

proportion of clients who satisfactorily completed their residential programs. 

Because halfway house programs use either a phase progression system or a con-

tract to determine when a client has completed the residential program, II sa t-

isfactorily completed residencell is defined as "completion of the phased resi-

dential program or residential contract. II Clients \·rho have satisfactorily 

completed residence a:t:e. those clients who, in the judgment cf project staff, 

have achieved the objectives vlith which they began residence- Clients who 

failed to satisfactorily complete residence are those clients who were tcxmi~ 

nated froul the program for reasons of lack of cooperation, poor adjustment, 

absconding, rearrested, convicted of a new offense, or revocation of parole or 

probation. Clients who neither satisfactorily completed nor failed to satis-

factorily complete the residential programs were terminated for neutral reasons~ 

which include voluntary termination, wi thdra.m by referring agency, transferred 

to another program, and death. 

Based on this classification, there are three classes of reasons for 

treabment costs. However, if halfway houses are used as supplements for paroles 
which would ha're been granted any,qay, costs of halfway house residence represent 
increases in costs of treabnent. Cost effectiveness analysis would help to re
solve this problem. Charles M. Gray and Chris Johnston-Conov2r present a model 
for such analyses in "Cost Effecti\Teness of Residential Connnunity Corrections: 
An Analytical Prototype" at this conference. 
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which a client may have been terminated from residence: satisfactorily com-. 

pleted residence, failed. to satisfactorily complete residence, and neutral. 

Of 625 clients on whom termination data were available, 32.8% satisfactorily 

completed residence. HO~7ever, LJ5.0% of the halfway house clients failed to 

satisfactorily complete their residential programs. The primary reasons for. 

failing to satisfactox:ily complete residence were "absconded" (19.8%) and "lack 

of cooperation/poor adjustmentll (17.8%). The remaining 22.2% were terminated' 

from residence for neutral reasons. The fact that so few clients satisfactorily 

complete the programs suggests that, for a variety of reasons, residential cor-

rections programs are an inappropriate form of rehabilitation for a majority of 

the persons for whom these programs are now being usedo 1 

The data provide evidence that halfway house prog:l:'ams are helping to in-

c:.rease employment among their rcs;i.dents: there was an increase of 211% from 

intake to termination among all halfway house clients. Moreover, clients >'1ho 

satisfactorily completed. residence had an increase of 42%. However, changes in 

educational level and vocational skills were slight. Even clients who satis-. 

factorily completed residence in halfway houses showed little increase in educa-

tion and vocational training, altDough 9% of the satisfactory clients completed 

1Reasons for termination from residence in halfw'ay houses were reviewed . 
for 1975 and for prior years. Prior to 1975, 31.2% of the halfway house clients 
satisfactorily completed residence, 43.7% failed to satisfactorily complete 
residence, and 25.1% were terminated for neutral reasons. During 1975, 35.2% 
satisfactorily completed residence, 47.0% failed to do so, and 17.8% terminated 
for neutral reasons. The increase in clients who satisfactorily cmnpleted resi
dence does not appear to be significant. Overall, only 3.3% of the halfvTay house 
clients were terminated for reasons of new convictions and revocations. 

Further data on reasons for termination and other program effects are 
presented in B-esidentia~ Communi,t.l .9.0rrectio}.1E, R.Eogram.§. 2:.£ !1 .. 2:,nnesot!!,: t:E. ~lu
~ !§2or,!, Governor t s Commi ssion on Crime PreveF"tion and Control, (No,:,"ember, 
1976), Chapter 5, pp. 116-138. Appendix G of this report presents a br~ef 
literature review ~Thich indicates that the low rates of program completion in 
Minnesota!s residential community corrections programs appear to be typical of 
most residential programs • 
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high school level education during residence. Consequently, progress toward 

fulfilling the goal of increasing education, vocational skill and employment 

j.s due primarily to increased employment of halfway house residents. 

Halfway house residents had a 13% reduction in perceived financial prob-

lerns and a 24% reduction in clients relying on governmental assistance for supu. 

port. As w·as the caSe with employment, clients who satisfactorily completed 

residence \Vere much more likely to resolve their financial problems and become 

independent of governmental assistance than were those who failed to satisfac-

torily complete residence. 

Although c1ie.nts w·ho satisfactorily complete reSidence, in general, have 

more favorable changes in socioeconomic variables than do clients vlho fail to 

sat:i.sfactorily complete residence, these resulu should not be misinterpreted. 

The relationship bet\'leen satisfactory completion of the program and favo:r:able 

change in socioeconomic variables is, in part, definitional because such changes 

may be a part of the contracts for the residential program. However, if resi-

dents '~rho satisfactorily complete the program did not show greater improvement 

than unsatisfactory clients, the value of remaining in and satisfactorily com-

p1eting residence could be questioned. Yet only about one-third of the half-

way house clients satisfactorily complete residence. If these programs are to 

have an increased impact, halfway houses will have to increase the number of 

persons who satisfactorily complete residence, since it is these persons who 

show the gt'eatest improvement while in the program. With the exception of em-

ployment, the overall impact of these programs has been slight. 
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E. RECIDIVISM 
....... _----

The analysis of recidivism of halfway house clients used two measures of 

recidivism: total convictions and revocations, and felony convictions and rev-

ocations. This analysis also looked at recidivism of clients during residence, 

at recidivism of clients who satisfactorily completed res:i.dence and clients who 

failed to satisfactorily complete residence following termination from residence, 

and at recidivism of halfway house clients and a comparison group. 1 

The recidivism of clients who satisfactorily completed residence was com-

pared to the recidivis~m of clients who failed to satisfactorily complete resi-

2 dence. The results show that during the first six months and t"relve months 

following termination from residence, clients who satisfactorily completed 

residence has a significantly lower recidivism rate than did clients who failed 

to satisfactorily carr~lete residence. This conclusion holds for recidivism mea~ 

sured in terms of felonies and revocations and in terms of total convictions 

and revocations. However, by the end of the. t,.;enty-four month follow-up period, 

there were no significant differences between the recidivism of satisfactory 

clients and of unsatisfactory clients. By the end of the twenty-four month 

period, 21.1% of the clients who satisfactorily completed residence were recid-

ivists and 24.5% of the clients who failed to satisfactorily complete residence 
.-----------~ -.-

1Comparison group members were randomly selected among perions who .... rere 
released from the State Prison, State Reformatory for Men, and Correctional 
Insti tution fox' Women and who met the formal, obj ective selection criteria for 
admission to halfway house programs; i. e., who were adults who had been convicted 
of two or more offenses and were released from state correctional institutions. 
Appendix D of Re~~nti.al .9..om-'nuni~ .9.9.E:r.ec.!=i~ Progr!lm~ lE ~2:E~£!..e.: !::E. ~y'a~.
~i:2E ReE.ort presents a comparison of the. charact:ristics of halhray h~use ch
ents and comparison group members. Append~x F rev~ewG the methodology for the 
analysis of adult recidivism. 

2Recidivism data on clients who .... ,ere te.rminated from residence for neutral 
reasons were not included in this part of- the recidivism analysis • 
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Tflere recidivists. Consequently, while these results show t.hat satisfactory cli·· 

ents are less likely to recidivate than are unsatisfa.ctory clients during the 

first year follo,·Ting te:L-mination from residence, they also show that satisfac-

torily completing residence ir, a halfway houses does not have any significant 

long-term effect on recidivism. 

The recidivism of half Nay house clients vTaS compared to that of a compari-

son group in two, overlapping time periods. First, comparisons were made for 

an lIat_riskH period which is concerned Ivith the recidivism of halfway house 

clients from intake to residence and with the recidivism of comparison group 

members from placement on parole. Second, the recidivism of halfvray house cli •. 

ents vTas measured from termination from residence and compared to that of the 

comparison group members. 

The l:esults show that during the six-month at-risk period there ""ere no 

significant differences between the recidivism rates of halfway house clients 

and comparison group members. This conclusion holds for recidivism measured 

in te:LlUS of felonies and revocations and in terms of total convictions and rev-

oeations. Since this is also the period duri- _ich the influence of halfway 

house programs ought to be most effective, it appears that participation in 

halfwa.y house programs has no detectable effect on recidivism. However, this 

conclusion must be viewed in relation to the differences betv1een halfvlay hot1 se 

1 
clients and comparison group members. 

:I'Comparisons of half,vay house clients and comparison group members revealed 
major differences between these two. groups in terms of sex, ethnic background, 
and months incarcerated for most l=ecent conviction. However, preliminary analy
sis found no relationship among background characteristic~, program participa
tion, and recidivism. In particular, no relationships were found for sex, 
ethnic background, and months in institutions for most recent conviction. Fur
thennore, the recidivism of halfway house clients was reanalyzed using only 
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By the end of the twelve~month at-risk period, the results show that the 

comparison group had significantly more total recidivism than did the, halfwa'y 

house group, although there was no significant difference bet"leen the groups 

vThen recidivism was measured in terms of felonies and revocations. By the end 

of the twentYMfour month at~risk period, the recidivism of comparison group 

members was significantly higher than that of ha1£\'1ay house clients on both 

measures of recidivism. However, given the results from the six-month at-risk 

period--"7hen the influence of half-way house programs should be strongest--dif-

ferences between the groups in later follow~up periods cannot be attributed 

solely to participation in halfway house programs. 

But atcrisk recidivism information includes the recidivism of halfway house 

clients who entered programs for a short time and recidivated during residence. 

Consequently, the recidivism of halfway house clients follmring termination from 

residence (and, thus, !lot including recidivism during residence) was compared 

1 
to the recidivism of the comparison group. The results of this comparison 

were essentially the same as the resl1lts for the at-risk periods. During the 

first six months of the post-residence follow-up period, there were no signifi .• 

cant differences between the recidivism of halfway house clients and that of 

comparison group members. However, in the twelve-month and twenty .. four month 

post~residence follow-up periods, the recidivism of comparison group members 

-----------
those clients who had been released from state ins'titutions. Comparisons be
tween this group of halfw'ay house clients and comparison group members led to 
the same results as the comparisons using all halfway house clients. 

j'In effect, the at-risk analysis assumes that the "treatment" program 
is incarceration and vie,<]s regular parole and parole plus halfway house place
ment as two post-treatment alternatives. In contrast, the post-residence 
analysis views incarceration and incarceration plus halfway house p,lacement 
as t,'lO f.orms of "treatment" with nonresidential parole as the normal post
treatment modality. 
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,-1as significantly higher--on both.,meas~res of recidivism--than that of tho 

halfway house clients. Again, because there were no significant differences in 

the six-month post-residence, period, these results indicate that participation 

in halfway house programs does not significantly affect recidivism. 

The analysis of the recidlvism of halfway house clients sought answers 

to two questions. First, ,,,,hat effect does satisfactorily. completing a 

have on recidivism? On the basis of the data, satisfactorily completing a 

halfway house program decreases the likelihood of recidivism in the first year 

following termination from residence but has no long-term effect on recidivism. 

By the end of the first two years following residence, there were no signifi-

cant differences between the recidivism of those clients who satisfactorily 

completed residence and of clients vlho failed. to satisfactorily complete resi-

dence. Second, what effect does pa:.:ticipatj,on in a halfway house progrHffi have 

on recidivism? Subject to the comparability of the comparison group me..Llbers 

and ha~fway house clients on those characteristics relevant to recidivism,1 

the results show no detectable short-run differences in recidivism which may 

be attributable t,o participation in halfway house programs. Long-term differ-

ences, '~lich were detected, cannot be att~ibuted solely to participation in 

halfway house programs. 

,-----... --
1Although preliminary analysis does not indicate that'differences betvleen 

these two groups do significantly affect recidivism, uncontrolled differences 
might have effects. In particular, info~1mation on actual chemical abuse/depen
dency and on juvenile correctional histories--which are thought to be relevant 
to ~ecidivism--was not available on members of both groups. Moreover, it is 
not evident that we have knowledge of all those factors which are relevant to 
recidivism. 
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MUSINGS ABOUT EVAWATION 
, --

Where does this type of evaluation lead? To answer this question, I want 

to note some of the advantages and disadvantages of this approach to evaluation 

and to suggest that, while it fits the needs of the Governor's Commission on 

Crime Prevention and Control of Minnesota, it may not represent an approach 

wh:.i,cb. would be useful in other agencies. 

Among the advantages of this type of approach are the following: First, 

by analyzing the effectiveness of a number of residential programs by measur5.ng 

their ability to achieve common goals, the Evaluation Unit is able to provide 

infol:mation on a number of approac.hes to post-institutional residential pro

grarrnning. Second, this approac.h allows the Unit to evaluate a number of programs 

\-lith limited personnel. Third, this approach provides the Governor' s Commis~ 

sion on Crime Prevention and Contr.ol with the kind of evaluation information 

needed to make policy decisions about LEAA funding in Minnesota. Fourth, the 

evaluation results are available for other states considering similar policy 

decisions. Fifth, this type of approach to evaluation can be implemented in 

those contexts of criminal justice re.search and evaluation in which evaluators 

do not have control of program variables and/or access to control groups. 

Among the disadvantages of this approach are the following: First, 

evaluators do not have control of program variables and/or access to control 

groups. Consequently, many program variations are impl~~ented within Single 

programs which may affect effectiveness. This also hinders generalizability 

of results. Second, this type of approach does not allow us to fully analyze 

program components and strategies. Consequently, although we may be able to 

say a great deal about halfway houses as a group, we do not have'detailed 
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information on individual projects. Thus, while we are able to tell a project 

whether it is doing better or \'lOrse than other proj ects, "I'e cannot say ,"hy this 

is so. Third, although the results of this type of evaluation are available to 

other agencies considering funding halfway houses, no results are available 

which indicate what the specific program structures of those projects should be. 

Despite these limitations, policy-oriented evaluations which group proj-

ccts according to comnon goals and target populations do serve the needs of the 

Governor f S Crime Commission. Policy decisions f01.~n the basis for the funding 

decisiorLs of the Commission. In this context, the major policy decision for 

this report j.s whether the Commission should continue to fund new halfway 

houses. Our approach to the evaluation of halfw'ay houses provides information 

about the effectiveness of halfway houses. At a more specific level, the Com-

mission must make decisions about fund.ing individual programs for particular. 

target populations. But the Commission has traditionally allowed applicants 

wide lee\vay in the development and implementation of treatment modalities for 

specific target: populations M -provided that applicants can demonstrate the need 

for a program for a specific target population. Refunding decisions for second

and third-year grants do use evaluations, but primarily in a monitoring role 

not as measures of effectiveness. 'Finally, Minnesota is not a large criminal 

justice state in terms of potential target populations. Although the imple-

mentation and evaluation of experimental treatment programs are important, 

replication of individual programs is not a major need in Minnesota. 'For exam

ple, there are variations among the eight halfway houses included in this 

report both in terms of program structure and in terms of target populations. 

This reflects the diversity of subpopulations within the parolee population. 

Indeed $ although a number of halfway houses were quite-similar in their 
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original applications, they have each developed in such a way that they are now 

recognized as being adept at handling particular types of offenders. 

In surrnnary, these evaluations lead to fulfillment of the needs of the 

Governorts Commission on Crime Prevention and Control relative to evaluatioI\ 

informati!?n., This agency has a strong commitment to evaluation and seeks infor-

mat:Lon vThich will help it fol."Ul policies for the dispersement of LEAA funds. 

But it view's this funds as experimental funds for new treatment progr~ms and 

allows grantees to develop and implemen't their own programs. That is, it is 

not committed to funding any particular types of treatment pr.ogr.ams. An 

agency which is primarily concerned with the effectiveness of tr.eatment modal.·, 

ities and for selecting among these modalities would require a different ap-

proach to evaluation research. 
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